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Bin Laden's Plan
What causes Anti- Americanism and where are its
historical roots? What is the impact of 9/11 on
America's sense of itself and its role in the world? Is
America paradoxically a victim of its own political and
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economic power? This book seeks to understand the
terrible attacks of September 11th within a broader
historical, political and ideological context. Rather
than drawing on simple 'clash of civilisation'
oppositions, the author argues that it is important to
have an awareness of the complex historical
processes which influence: America's sense of itself
and its changing view of the world How the world,
especially the Muslim world, views America The
changing nature of international politics and the
global system since the end of the cold war. Drawing
on a wide range of contemporary and historical
sources Richard Crockatt has written a balanced,
subtle and highly readable book which provides
genuine insight into American foreign policy, antiAmericanism and Islamic fundamentalism. It will be
important reading for all those seeking to understand
the background to the 'war on terror'.

The Bin Ladens
The first book to draw a blueprint for defeating alQaeda on ideological rather than military grounds.

Breeding Bin Ladens
An attempt to identify America's enemy in the war on
terror and why it is so hard for Americans to name the
enemy. An explanation of why Islamic law should be
declared sedition.

Marching Toward Hell
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No Marketing Blurb
Obama and the Middle East
"While we have all seen and viscerally felt the
damage bin Laden has unleashed on the United
States, most of us do not have a coherent
understanding of what motivates him and his
supporters. This could pave the road to disaster, for
the forces bin Laden has led and inspired are a far
more lethal, varied, and unique threat than that
posed by any others labeled "terrorist" over the past
quarter century. Furthermore, the strength of his
personality and message is likely to create an
enduring legacy that will persist long after bin Laden's
own departure from the scene." "Bin Laden's railing
diatribes, full of historical allusions and Koranic
references, may sound like the irrational ramblings of
a madman to those in the West. One must
understand, however, that there exists a sizable
population in the Muslim world with whom bin Laden's
words resonate. Much as the spiritual fervor and fiery
rhetoric of America's founding fathers incited a
revolution against British colonizers, bin Laden's
eloquence and religious conviction are intended to
unite the Islamic world in a defensive jihad against
what he describes as America's predatory war on
Muslims. Only history will show the success or failure
of his endeavor." "Through Our Enemies' Eyes focuses
on what extremists such as bin Laden have said and
done and estimates the impact of those words and
deeds on the Muslim world. The author assesses bin
Laden as a person (his personality, his leadership
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capabilities, and his intentions), his al Qaeda network,
and the historical and religious contexts in which he
acts, and details the radical Islamist push for a
defensive jihad that has bin Laden at the forefront.
Finally, the author analyzes what all this means for
U.S. interests." --Book Jacket.

The Two Faces of Islam
An “intelligent and fascinatingly readable”
examination of Al Qaeda after the death of its
longtime leader, by the renowned Arab world
journalist (Pat Lancaster, editor in chief of Middle East
Magazine). Osama bin Laden is dead, yet Al Qaeda
remains the CIA’s number one threat. Since the 9/11
attacks on the United States, and the US military’s
subsequent strikes, the organization has evolved into
a much more complex and far-flung entity. This richly
documented account of Al Qaeda moves well beyond
the headlines to offer readers a deeper understanding
of the organization’s aims, strategies, and fortunes in
a new era of conflict with the United States and the
Western powers. Drawing on firsthand accounts and
interviews with uniquely well-placed sources within Al
Qaeda, noted journalist and expert Abdel Bari Atwan
investigates the movement’s new internal dynamics,
how it survives financially, and how its political appeal
has changed dramatically following the Arab Spring.
Atwan profiles the next generation of leaders and
explores both the new methods they
embrace—especially on the digital battlefield—as well
as the global range of their operations and local
variations in Somalia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Libya,
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Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and elsewhere. “Abdel Bari
Atwan has long been one of the sharpest
commentators about Al Qaeda and the Middle East.”
—Peter Bergen, author of Manhunt: The Ten-Year
Search for Osama bin Laden, from 9/11 to Abottabad
“A sobering, intensive report.” —Kirkus Reviews

Irredentist Islam and Multicultural
America
Developing ideas established in the successful first
edition, this new version of America's War on Terror
updates and expands the original collection of essays,
allowing the reader to fully understand how the
causes of the war on terror, both the domestic and
foreign policy implications, and the future challenges
faced by the United States have moved on since
2003.

After bin Laden
Islam and America argues that the current animosity
between the U.S. and Muslim world should be
understood through the often-overlooked history
between the two. Tracing the genealogy of this
conflicted relationship from the Pilgrims to the
present, author Anouar Majid weaves personal stories
with historical narratives to offer a critical view of
both cultures and to suggest a path towards future
peace. The paperback edition features a new preface
that connects Majid s argument with recent events,
from the growth of ISIS to the Charlie Hebdo attacks.
Islam and America makes a provocative argument
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against faith-based prejudices and offers inspiring
suggestions for the future."

The Enemy At Home
Charts the major events and memorable dates in the
political histories of the countries of the region. *
Alphabetically listed individual country chapters *
Chronologically lists the major events of each country
* Covers the economic, social and cultural
developments that have affected the political history
of each country

America's War in Afghanistan
Nearly seven million Muslims live in the United States
today, and their relations with non-Muslims are
strained. Many Americans associate Islam with figures
such as Osama bin Laden, and they worry about
“homegrown terrorists.” To shed light on this
increasingly important religious group and counter
mutual distrust, renowned scholar Akbar Ahmed
conducted the most comprehensive study to date of
the American Muslim community. Journey into
America explores and documents how Muslims are
fitting into U.S. society, placing their experience
within the larger context of American identity. This
eye-opening book also offers a fresh and insightful
perspective on American history and society.
Following up on his critically acclaimed Journey into
Islam: The Crisis of Globalization (Brookings, 2007),
Ahmed and his team of young researchers traveled
for a year through more than seventyfive cities across
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the United States—from New York City to Salt Lake
City; from Las Vegas to Miami; from the large Muslim
enclave in Dearborn, Michigan, to small,
predominantly white towns like Arab, Alabama. They
visited homes, schools, and over one hundred
mosques to discover what Muslims are thinking and
how they are living every day in America. In this
unprecedented exploration of American Muslim
communities, Ahmed asked challenging questions:
Can we expect an increase in homegrown terrorism?
How do American Muslims ofArab descent differ from
those of other origins (for example, Somalia or South
Asia)? Why are so many white women converting to
Islam? How can a Muslim become accepted fully as an
“American,” and what does that mean? He also
delves into the potentially sticky area of relations with
other religions. For example, is there truly a deep
divide between Muslims and Jews in America? And
how well do Muslims get along with other religious
groups, such as Mormons in Utah? Journey into
America is equal parts anthropological research,
listening tour, and travelogue. Whereas Ahmed’s
previous book took the reader into homes, schools,
and mosques in the Muslim world, his new quest
takes us into the heart of America and its Muslim
communities. It is absolutely essential reading for
anyone trying to make sense of America today.

America Embattled
An examination of militant Islam discusses its key
features, outlines its differences from traditional
Islam, looks at the threat it poses worldwide, and
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explains what steps must be taken to weaken the
movement.

The Reckoning: Debt, Democracy, and
the Future of American Power
The rise and rise of the Bin Laden family is one of the
great stories of the twentieth century; its
repercussions have already deeply marked the twentyfirst. Until now, however, it is a story that has never
been fully told, as the Bin Ladens have successfully
fended off attempts to understand the family circles
from which Osama sprang. In this the family has been
abetted by the kingdom it calls home, Saudi Arabia,
one of the most closed societies on earth. Steve Coll’s
The Bin Ladens: An Arabian Family in the American
Century is the groundbreaking history of a family and
its fortune. It chronicles a young illiterate Yemeni
bricklayer, Mohamed Bin Laden, who went to the new,
oil-rich country of Saudi Arabia and quickly became a
vital figure in its development, building great
mosques and highways and making himself and many
of his children millionaires. It is also a story of the
Saudi royal family, whom the Bin Ladens served
loyally and without whose capricious favor they would
have been nothing. And it is a story of tensions and
contradictions in a country founded on extreme
religious purity, which then became awash in oil
money and dazzled by the temptations of the West. In
only two generations the Bin Ladens moved from a
famine-stricken desert canyon to luxury jets, yachts,
and private compounds around the world, even going
into business with Hollywood celebrities. These
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religious and cultural gyrations resulted in everything
from enthusiasm for America—exemplified by
Osama’s free-living pilot brother Salem—to an
overwhelming determination to destroy it. The Bin
Ladens is a meticulously researched, colorful,
shocking, entertaining, and disturbing narrative of
global integration and its limitations. It encapsulates
the unsettling contradictions of globalization in the
story of a single family who has used money, mobility,
and technology to dramatically varied ends.

America Right or Wrong : An Anatomy of
American Nationalism
Since its formation in 1932, Saudi Arabia has been
ruled by two interdependent families. The Al Sa’uds
control politics and the descendants of Ibn Abd alWahhab impose Wahhabism—a violent, fanatical
perversion of the pluralistic Islam practiced by most
Muslims. Stephen Schwartz argues that Wahhabism,
vigorously exported with the help of Saudi oil money,
is what incites Palestinian suicide bombers, Osama
bin Laden, and other Islamic terrorists throughout the
world. Schwartz reveals the hypocrisy of the Saudi
regime, whose moderate facade conceals statesponsored repression and terrorism. He also raises
troubling questions about Wahhabi infiltration of
America’s Islamic community and about U.S. oil
companies sanitizing Saudi Arabia’s image for the
West. This sharp analysis and eye-opening expose
illuminates the background to the September 11th
terrorist attacks and offers new approaches for U.S.
policy toward its closest ally in the Middle East.
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Bin Laden, Islam, & America's New War
on Terrorism
Essays cover varying opinions on the practice of Islam
in the United States, including such topics as its role
in the fight against terrorism, the rights of Muslim
American women, and the growing popularity of Islam
among Hispanic Americans.

A Political Chronology of the Americas
Reveals the inroads of radical Islam in the West since
the 1960s.

Devil's Game
Richard Clarke has been one of America's foremost
experts on counterterrorism measures for more than
two decades. He has served under four presidents
from both parties, beginning in Ronald Reagan's State
Department becoming America's first Counterterrorism Czar under Bill Clinton and remaining for the
first two years of George W. Bush's administration. He
has seen every piece of intelligence on Al-Qaeda from
the beginning; he was in the Situation Room on
September 11th and he knows exactly what has taken
place under the United State's new Department of
Homeland Security. Through gripping, thriller-like
scenes, he tells the full story for the first time and
explains what the Bush Administration are doing.

Militant Islam Reaches America
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A hard-hitting assessment of Obama's current foreign
policy and a sweeping look at the future of the Middle
East The 2011 Arab Spring upended the status quo in
the Middle East and poses new challenges for the
United States. Here, Fawaz Gerges, one of the world's
top Middle East scholars, delivers a full picture of US
relations with the region. He reaches back to the postWorld War II era to explain the issues that have
challenged the Obama administration and examines
the president's responses, from his negotiations with
Israel and Palestine to his drawdown from Afghanistan
and withdrawal from Iraq. Evaluating the president's
engagement with the Arab Spring, his decision to
order the death of Osama bin Laden, his intervention
in Libya, his relations with Iran, and other key policy
matters, Gerges highlights what must change in order
to improve US outcomes in the region. Gerges'
conclusion is sobering: the United States is near the
end of its moment in the Middle East. The cynically
realist policy it has employed since World War IIcontinued by the Obama administration--is at the root
of current bitterness and mistrust, and it is time to
remake American foreign policy.

Messages to the World
"Fascinating account. I strongly recommend it."
—Jeane J. Kirkpatrick World-renowned terrorism
expert Yossef Bodansky explores the transformation
of Osama bin Laden from a once promising
engineering student into the cold-blooded leader of
the radical Islamic terrorist group, al Qaeda. With
meticulous detail, Bodansky chronicles the events
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leading up to the international operation of hunting
bin Laden. In the process, Bodansky pulls together a
chilling story that is as ancient as the Crusades; a
story that transcends bin Laden and any other single
man, one that sweeps from Iran, Afghanistan, and
Iraq to Kosovo and beyond. He takes you deep into
the heart of centuries-old hatreds that have produced
generations of bin Ladens and a terror network of
underground armies that can strike virtually
anywhere in the world. Fueled by Middle Eastern oil
wealth and covertly armed by some of America's
closest allies, this terror network is waging a brutal
guerrilla war whose aim is nothing short of changing
the course of history. The battlefields are increasingly
Western city streets, and the casualties are most
often innocents caught in the crossfire. Including
information about al Qaeda’s pursuit of chemical and
nuclear weapons, covert deals between the U.S. and
Islamic terrorists, and American efforts in the yearslong campaign to capture Osama bin Laden, this book
is a sobering wake-up call.

America's War on Terror
This accessible and deeply informed book examines
the threat that Islamic extremists pose to America
and provides a balanced discussion of the link
between Iraq and the war on terror. Explaining the
basics of Islam and guiding the reader through the
intricacies of each significant fundamentalist group,
the Palmers answer key questions: Who are the
Muslim extremists and how do they fit within the
broader context of the Islamic religion? What is their
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war plan and how do they operate? Who are their
allies and what are their weaknesses? What is the
experience of Israel, the Islamic world, and the United
States in fighting extremists? How can they be
defeated? Now in a thoroughly revised and updated
edition, the book includes new chapters on Hamas,
the Iraqi clones of Hizbullah—including Sadr—and the
Islamic government in Turkey.

The Caravan
An anonymous member of the U.S. intelligence
community argues that Islamists are not against
democracy, but specific U.S. policies viewed as
threatening to their lands and religion allow al
Quaeda to continue to gain support.

Osama Bin Laden
9/11 almost instantaneously remade American politics
and foreign policy. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
the Patriot Act, water boarding and Guantanamo are
examples of its profound and far-reaching effects. But
despite its monumental impact--and a deluge of
books about al-Qaeda and Islamist terrorism--no one
has written a serious assessment of the man who
planned it, Osama bin Laden. Available biographies
depict bin Laden as an historical figure, the
mastermind behind 9/11, but no longer relevant to
the world it created. These accounts, Michael Scheuer
strongly believes, have contributed to a widespread
and dangerous denial of his continuing significance
and power. In this book, Scheuer provides a muchPage 13/29
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needed corrective--a hard-headed, closely reasoned
portrait of bin Laden, showing him to be a figure of
remarkable leadership skills, strategic genius, and
considerable rhetorical abilities. The first head of the
CIA's bin Laden Unit, where he led the effort to track
down bin Laden, Scheuer draws from a wealth of
information about bin Laden and his evolution from
peaceful Saudi dissident to America's Most Wanted.
Shedding light on his development as a theologian,
media manipulator, and paramilitary commander,
Scheuer makes use of all the speeches and interviews
bin Laden has given as well as lengthy interviews,
testimony, and previously untranslated documents
written by those who grew up with bin Laden in Saudi
Arabia, served as his bodyguards and drivers, and
fought alongside him against the Soviets. The bin
Laden who emerges from these accounts is devout,
talented, patient, and ruthless; in other words, a truly
formidable and implacable enemy of the West.
Acclaim for Imperial Hubris: Why the West is Losing
the War on Terrorism "Pulls few punchesa fascinating
window on America's war with Al Qaeda." --Michiko
Kakutani, New York Times "No serious observer of the
war on terrorism can ignore this scathing critique."
--Peter Bergen, author of Holy War, Inc. "A powerful,
persuasive analysis of the terrorist threat and the
Bush administration's failed efforts to fight it."
--Richard A. Clarke, Washington Post Book World "A
fire-breathing denunciation of U.S. counterterrorism
policy." --Julian Borger, The Guardian "Presents
overwhelmingly persuasive evidence to buttress a
host of significant and controversial arguments."
--Benjamin Schwarz, Atlantic Monthly "Destined to
become a classic in the field of counterterrorism
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analysis." --Bruce Hoffman, author of Inside Terrorism
Russia America and the Islamic World
From THE ENEMY AT HOME: “In this book I make a
claim that will seem startling at the outset. The
cultural left in this country is responsible for causing
9/11. … In faulting the cultural left, I am not making
the absurd accusation that this group blew up the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. I am saying
that the cultural left and its allies in Congress, the
media, Hollywood, the nonprofit sector, and the
universities are the primary cause of the volcano of
anger toward America that is erupting from the
Islamic world. The Muslims who carried out the 9/11
attacks were the product of this visceral rage—some
of it based on legitimate concerns, some of it based
on wrongful prejudice, but all of it fueled and
encouraged by the cultural left. Thus without the
cultural left, 9/11 would not have happened. “I realize
that this is a strong charge, one that no one has made
before. But it is a neglected aspect of the 9/11
debate, and it is critical to understanding the current
controversy over the ‘war against terrorism.’ … I
intend to show that the left has actively fostered the
intense hatred of America that has led to numerous
attacks such as 9/11. If I am right, then no war
against terrorism can be effectively fought using the
left-wing premises that are now accepted doctrine
among mainstream liberals and Democrats.”
Whenever Muslims charge that the war on terror is
really a war against Islam, Americans hasten to
assure them they are wrong. Yet as Dinesh D’Souza
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argues in this powerful and timely polemic, there
really is a war against Islam. Only this war is not
being waged by Christian conservatives bent on a
moral crusade to impose democracy abroad but by
the American cultural left, which for years has been
vigorously exporting its domestic war against religion
and traditional morality to the rest of the world.
D’Souza contends that the cultural left is responsible
for 9/11 in two ways: by fostering a decadent and
depraved American culture that angers and repulses
other societies—especially traditional and religious
ones— and by promoting, at home and abroad, an
anti-American attitude that blames America for all the
problems of the world. Islamic anti-Americanism is not
merely a reaction to U.S. foreign policy but is also
rooted in a revulsion against what Muslims perceive
to be the atheism and moral depravity of American
popular culture. Muslims and other traditional people
around the world allege that secular American values
are being imposed on their societies and that these
values undermine religious belief, weaken the
traditional family, and corrupt the innocence of
children. But it is not “America” that is doing this to
them, it is the American cultural left. What traditional
societies consider repulsive and immoral, the cultural
left considers progressive and liberating. Taking issue
with those on the right who speak of a “clash of
civilizations,” D’Souza argues that the war on terror is
really a war for the hearts and minds of traditional
Muslims—and traditional peoples everywhere. The
only way to win the struggle with radical Islam is to
convince traditional Muslims that America is on their
side. We are accustomed to thinking of the war on
terror and the culture war as two distinct and
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separate struggles. D’Souza shows that they are
really one and the same. Conservatives must
recognize that the left is now allied with the Islamic
radicals in a combined effort to defeat Bush’s war on
terror. A whole new strategy is therefore needed to
fight both wars. “In order to defeat the Islamic
radicals abroad,” D’Souza writes, “we must defeat the
enemy at home.”

The Rise and Fall of Al-Qaeda
Abdallah Azzam, the Palestinian cleric who led the
mobilization of Arab fighters to Afghanistan in the
1980s, played a crucial role in the internationalization
of the jihadi movement. Killed in mysterious
circumstances in 1989 in Peshawar, Pakistan, he
remains one of the most influential jihadi ideologues
of all time. Here, in the first in-depth biography of
Azzam, Thomas Hegghammer explains how Azzam
came to play this role and why jihadism went global
at this particular time. It traces Azzam's extraordinary
life journey from a West Bank village to the
battlefields of Afghanistan, telling the story of a man
who knew all the leading Islamists of his time and
frequented presidents, CIA agents, and Cat Stevens
the pop star. It is, however, also a story of
displacement, exclusion, and repression that suggests
that jihadism went global for fundamentally local
reasons.

bin Laden
Islam, Muslims and America gives a sound
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introduction to the history of Islam's experiences with
the West, and the principles of Islamic teachings; and
in that context identifies and discusses the reasons
for Muslim-West alienation. It highlights both the
disconnect between true Islamic beliefs and extremist
actions, and the failure of Americans to seek the root
causes of the current anti-American trend. -- Publisher
description.

Islam in America
"America keeps a fine house," Anatol Lieven writes,
"but in its cellar there lives a demon, whose name is
nationalism." In this controversial critique of
America's role in the world, Lieven contends that U.S.
foreign policy since 9/11 has been shaped by the
special character of our national identity, which
embraces two contradictory features. One, "The
American Creed," is a civic nationalism which
espouses liberty, democracy, and the rule of law. It is
our greatest legacy to the world. But our almost
religious belief in the "Creed" creates a tendency
toward a dangerously "messianic" element in
American nationalism, the desire to extend American
values and American democracy to the whole world,
irrespective of the needs and desires of others. The
other feature, populist (or what is sometimes called
"Jacksonian") nationalism, has its roots in an
aggrieved, embittered, and defensive White America,
centered largely in the American South. Where the
"Creed" is optimistic and triumphalist, Jacksonian
nationalism is fed by a profound pessimism and a
sense of personal, social, religious, and sectional
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defeat. Lieven examines how these two antithetical
impulses have played out in recent US policy,
especially in the Middle East and in the nature of U.S.
support for Israel. He suggests that in this region, the
uneasy combination of policies based on two
contradictory traditions have gravely undermined U.S.
credibility and complicated the war against terrorism.
It has never been more vital that Americans
understand our national character. This hard-hitting
critique directs a spotlight on the American political
soul and on the curious mixture of chauvinism and
idealism that has driven the Bush administration.

Islam, Peace, and Conflict
In a prescient geopolitical expose, Malone examines
Osama bin Laden's stunning success in using the
Bush Administration to rally global support for his war
to destroy America.

Islam and America
Lebanese scholar As'ad AbuKhalil examines the roots
of the September 11 crisis, the causes for antipathy
toward the United States, and the historical relations
between the U.S. and the Islamic world. AbuKhalil also
reviews the background of U.S. entanglement with
the Middle East, and how it catalyzed militant
fundamentalist networks that came to perceive the
United States as an enemy. Beginning with an
introduction on the legacy of Western misconceptions
about Islam and Arabs, the book focuses on Islamic
fundamentalism and U.S. foreign policy, and the way
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both polarize the world into a "good and evil" "with us
or against us" view. Drawing heavily from Arabic
language sources, AbuKhalil discusses the rise of
Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda, the Saudi connection,
the Arab-Israeli conflict, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and
the regional implications of the American "War On
Terrorism."

Imperial Hubris
A veteran CIA counter-terrorism analyst provides a
sobering analysis of the U.S. Iraqi War policy while
making unsettling predictions about how American
security will be affected by the conflict, in a report
that reveals how America's foreign policy is
undermining key national goals and rendering the
country vulnerable to terrorism. Reprint. 50,000 first
printing.

Journey into America
"Fascinating account. I strongly recommend it."
—Jeane J. Kirkpatrick World-renowned terrorism
expert Yossef Bodansky explores the transformation
of Osama bin Laden from a once promising
engineering student into the cold-blooded leader of
the radical Islamic terrorist group, al Qaeda. With
meticulous detail, Bodansky chronicles the events
leading up to the international operation of hunting
bin Laden. In the process, Bodansky pulls together a
chilling story that is as ancient as the Crusades; a
story that transcends bin Laden and any other single
man, one that sweeps from Iran, Afghanistan, and
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Iraq to Kosovo and beyond. He takes you deep into
the heart of centuries-old hatreds that have produced
generations of bin Ladens and a terror network of
underground armies that can strike virtually
anywhere in the world. Fueled by Middle Eastern oil
wealth and covertly armed by some of America's
closest allies, this terror network is waging a brutal
guerrilla war whose aim is nothing short of changing
the course of history. The battlefields are increasingly
Western city streets, and the casualties are most
often innocents caught in the crossfire. Including
information about al Qaeda’s pursuit of chemical and
nuclear weapons, covert deals between the U.S. and
Islamic terrorists, and American efforts in the yearslong campaign to capture Osama bin Laden, this book
is a sobering wake-up call.

Osama Bin Laden
Islamic Extremism
In this concise and fascinating book, Fawaz A. Gerges
argues that Al-Qaeda has degenerated into a
fractured, marginal body kept alive largely by the selfserving anti-terrorist bureaucracy it helped to spawn.
In The Rise and Fall of Al-Qaeda, Gerges, a public
intellectual known widely for his expertise on radical
ideologies, including jihadism, argues that the
Western powers have become mired in a "terrorism
narrative," stemming from the mistaken belief that
America is in danger of a devastating attack by a
crippled al-Qaeda. To explain why al-Qaeda is no
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longer a threat, he provides a briskly written history
of the organization, showing its emergence from the
disintegrating local jihadist movements of the
mid-1990s-not just the Afghan resistance of the
1980s, as many believe-in "a desperate effort to
rescue a sinking ship by altering its course." During
this period, Gerges interviewed many jihadis, gaining
a first-hand view of the movement that bin Laden
tried to reshape by internationalizing it. Gerges
reveals that transnational jihad has attracted but a
small minority within the Arab world and possesses no
viable social and popular base. Furthermore, he
shows that the attacks of September 11, 2001, were a
major miscalculation--no "river" of fighters flooded
from Arab countries to defend al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan, as bin Laden expected. The democratic
revolutions that swept the Middle East in early 2011
show that al-Qaeda today is a non-entity which
exercises no influence over Arabs' political life.
Gerges shows that there is a link between the new
phenomenon of homegrown extremism in Western
societies and the war on terror, particularly in
Afghanistan-Pakistan, and that homegrown terror
exposes the structural weakness, not strength, of bin
Laden's al-Qaeda. Gerges concludes that the
movement has splintered into feuding factions,
neutralizing itself more effectively than any Predator
drone. Forceful, incisive, and written with extensive
inside knowledge, this book will alter the debate on
global terrorism.

Through Our Enemies' Eyes
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This accessible and deeply informed book examines
the threat that Muslim extremists pose to America
and suggests steps that will facilitate U.S. efforts to
defeat them.

Radical Islam in America
DEVIL'S GAME is the first comprehensive account of
America's misguided efforts, stretching across
decades, to dominate the strategically vital Middle
East by courting and cultivating Islamic
fundamentalism. Drawing on extensive archival
research and interviews with dozens of policy makers
and CIA, Pentagon and foreign service officials,
Dreyfuss follows the trail of American collusion from
support for the Muslim Brotherhood in 1950s Egypt, to
links with Khomeini and Afghani jihadists, to
longstanding ties between radical Islamists and
leading Western banks.

Islam, Muslims, and America
Discusses the war between the United States and
Afghanistan in the aftermath of the 2001 terrorist
attacks on New York and Washington, D.C., providing
some historical context for the rise of the Taliban and
al-Qaida.

Through Our Enemies' Eyes
A leading forecaster of economic and political trends
takes a sharp look at the decline of American
influence in the world, and how it can prepare for the
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new reality. The age of American global dominance is
ending. Today, a host of forces are converging to
challenge its cherished notion of exceptionalism, and
risky economic and foreign policies have steadily
eroded the power structure in place since the Cold
War. Staggering under a huge burden of debt, the
country must make some tough choices—or cede
sovereignty to its creditors. In The Reckoning, Michael
Moran, geostrategy analyst explores the challenges
ahead -- and what, if anything, can be prevent chaos
as America loses its perch at the top of the mountain.
Covering developments like unprecedented
information technologies, the growing prosperity of
China, India, Brazil, and Turkey, and the diminished
importance of Wall Street in the face of global
markets, Moran warns that the coming shift will have
serious consequences not just for the United States,
but for the wider world. Countries that have
traditionally depended on the United States for
protection and global stability will have to fend for
themselves. Moran describes how, with a bit of wise
leadership, America can transition to this new world
order gracefully—by managing entitlements,
reigniting sustainable growth, reforming immigration
policy, launching new regional dialogues that bring
friend and rival together in cooperative multinational
structures, and breaking the poisonous deadlock in
Washington. If not, he warns, history won't wait.

bin Laden
Mike Bowker examines the newly emerging
relationship between Russia and the United States
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and their struggle against the common threat of
international terrorism. He looks at the difficulties of
such a relationship by analyzing the lingering mutual
suspicion, differing views on the nature of the global
terrorist threat and how each side has continued to
pursue their own national interests.

Decoding Al-Qaeda's Strategy
While we have all seen and viscerally felt the damage
bin Laden has unleashed on the United States, most
of us do not have a coherent understanding of what
motivates him and his supporters. This could pave the
road to disaster, for the forces bin Laden has led and
inspired are a far more lethal, varied, and unique
threat than that posed by any others labeled
"terrorist" over the past quarter century. Furthermore,
the strength of his personality and message is likely
to create an enduring legacy that will persist long
after bin Laden's own departure from the scene. Bin
Laden's railing diatribes, full of historical allusions and
Koranic references, may sound like the irrational
ramblings of a madman to those in the West. One
must understand, however, that there exists a sizable
population in the Muslim world with whom bin Laden's
words resonate. Much as the spiritual fervor and fiery
rhetoric of America's founding fathers incited a
revolution against British colonizers, bin Laden's
eloquence and religious conviction are intended to
unite the Islamic world in a defensive jihad against
what he describes as America's predatory war on
Muslims. Only history will show the success or failure
of his endeavor. Through Our Enemies' Eyes focuses
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on what extremists such as bin Laden have said and
done and estimates the impact of those words and
deeds on the Muslim world. The author assesses bin
Laden as a person (his personality, his leadership
capabilities, and his intentions), his al Qaeda network,
and the historical and religious contexts in which he
acts, and details the radical Islamist push for a
defensive jihad that has bin Laden at the forefront.
Finally, the author analyzes what all this means for
U.S. interests.

Against All Enemies
From Muhammad to Bin Laden analyzes the
ideological, religious, and cultural foundations of one
of the most inconceivable phenomena in
contemporary world politics. Bukay analyzes the
homicide bombings and atrocities perpetuated by
worldwide jihad. He also uses information from
primary sources to suggest how to cope with this
lethal phenomenon. The book explores the meaning
and interpretation of the seemingly benign concept of
da'wah, the expansion of the Islamic community.
Da'wah provides the religious and ideological
justification for the lethal phenomenon of worldwide
jihad; it describes the incentive and motivational drive
that support the emergence and the operation of the
fundamentalist Islamic movement. Bukay locates the
dimensions of the phenomenon of jihad as well as the
reasons, motivations, and aspects of the behavior of
fundamentalist groups. The importance of this work
lies in its skillful combination of historical perspectives
and contemporary dynamics, religious and
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anthropological aspects of the phenomena, and its
use of research tools of both the humanities and
social sciences. By exploring the religious and cultural
foundations of homicide bombers' activities, Bukay
explains the essence of jihad, how it is connected to
the da'wah, and together, how da'wah and jihad serve
as the platform of the current worldwide terrorist
activities. Bukay quotes religious edicts and
declarations of classical and modern Islamic texts, as
well as contemporary Islamic fanatic movements from
Ibn Hanbal in the eighth century to Sayyid Qutb in the
mid-twentieth century. He also aims to bring to the
world's consciousness the aims and objectives of
fundamentalist Islam. The volume concludes by
challenging the free world to wake up before the bells
of another world war start to ring. From Muhammad
to Bin Laden will interest scholars, policymakers, and
lay readers. Its importance is transparent, particularly
in light of the current developments in the Middle
East.

At the Heart of Terror
The book is a compilation of 20 statements issued by
Osama Bin Laden between 1994 and 2004 that have
been translated into understandable English. The first
book is the first of its kind in English. The book's
extensive editorial commentary and 923 endnotes
enable the reader to comprehend Mr. Bin Laden's
words in their cultural and political context. The book
offers a prescription to victory in the global war on
terrorism based on Mr. Bin Laden's own words.
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From Muhammad to Bin Laden
Zachary Shore asserts that the growing ambivalence
of Europe's Muslims poses risks to national identities,
international security, and the transatlantic alliance.
Through in-depth interviews with Muslims living
across the European Union, he gives voice to people
of deep faith who speak of the conflict between their
desire to integrate into their adopted societies and
the repulsion they feel toward some of what the West
represents.
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